
Threat hunting takeaways

Proactive threat hunting can help you address 
sophisticated modern threats more effectively.

Move beyond endpoints by extending the 
digital perimeter using XDR and following Zero 
Trust principles.

Know the ABCs (authentication, backdoors, and 
communication) of threat hunting.

Commodity malware can evolve to 
human-operated attacks rapidly.

Understanding common attack scenarios can 
help you prepare.

Building your own threat hunting program is 
challenging but could be useful

Building your own threat hunting team requires bringing together the right people and giving them 
enough time and the right technology and training to succeed. Here’s how to get started.

Building your own threat hunting team requires 
bringing together the right people and giving them 
enough time and the right technology and training to 
succeed. Here’s how to get started.

Develop your own 
threat hunting 
program

Automate repetitive tasks and focus 
your human talent on tasks 

requiring expertise, judgement, 
and creative thinking. 

“Lone wolves” aren’t ideal in 
high-pressure work environments 

where collaboration is needed. 
Instead, aim for enthusiastic 

collaborators.

Learn to fine-tune your approach in 
real-time to remain adaptive in the 

face of unpredictable attacks.

Use your human talent wisely Choose team players Adopt a “shift left” mindset

Common threat 
hunting scenarios: 
Applying the ABCs of 
threat hunting
Preparing for unexpected threats involves searching for 
and understanding the signs of potential danger in your 
network. You can apply the ABCs of threat hunting to 
many common threat scenarios, including:

When it comes to 
securing your 
environment, it’s 
important to 
know where the 
danger lies.
Drawn from our leading threat intelligence and 
security experts, the ABCs of Threat Hunting will help 
you prepare for common threat scenarios and keep 
your organization protected.

Microsoft Security Experts

The ABCs of 
Threat Hunting

Get started with threat hunting

Proactive threat hunting helps familiarize your team 
learn your environment better, making it easier to 
detect outliers.

Surviving a human-operated attack relies on your 
ability to identify signs of the attacker and their 
activity. Here’s a breakdown of what to look out for 
and how to stay protected.

Read how Microsoft Defender Experts for 
Hunting offers proactive threat hunting.

Get details on Microsoft Defender Experts for 
Hunting’s core features

Read the Microsoft Defender Experts for 
Hunting announcement and how to get 
started.

Explore Microsoft’s security research and 
threat intelligence efforts

Check out our quarterly cyberthreat 
intelligence brief called Cyber Signals

Bookmark the Microsoft Security Blog to stay 
aware of the latest security threats.

Learn more about the threat of ransomware 
as-a-service.

Learn more about protecting your 
organization from ransomware.

Learn more about human operated 
ransomware and how to build resilience 
against it.

Incident response overview

Incident response playbooks

Get Started

Authentication
Authentication represents the identity aspect of an 
incident. Understanding the authentication aspect of 
an attack enables you to quickly identify suspicious 
activity and respond before the adversary has a 
chance to strike.

Web shells

Remote
administration 

tools

Malware that 
provides

remote access

Built-in 
management
capabilities

Accidental or intentional
misconfigurations 

to provide
remote access Backdoors

Backdoors are intended or malicious ways that an 
attacker controls a system or service. Researching the 
backdoor aspect of an attack can provide evidence of 
attacker techniques that may highlight other 
potentially compromised applications and systems.

Shared credentials 
(i.e., SSH keys)

PasswordsCookies

SAS 
(Shared Access 

Signature) tokens

Cloud 
identities

E-mail 
addresses

User 
accounts

Communication
The communication aspect of the attack identifies 
how the attacker interacted with the backdoor. 
Elements of this communication can be used to help 
identify other systems the attacker may have 
interacted with.

Network relaysNetwork routes

DNS (Domain Name
System) names

IP (Internet 
Protocol)
addresses

User agent 
strings

Proxies

Commodity vs human-operated 
malware
Understanding the digital landscape and where 
attacks can occur is critical to your threat hunting 
program. Here are the two major types of attacks to 
be aware of when hunting for threats.

MALWARE ATTACK STRATEGY:

Commodity malware attacks
Commodity malware attacks come from clicking on 
the wrong link or installing the wrong program. In 
these situations, remedying the problem is typically 
as simple as removing the malware, rebuilding the 
device, and/or resetting user credentials.

Human-operated attacks
Human-operated attacks occur when attackers 
infiltrate a system and escalate their scale of attack to 
varying degrees based on what they find in your 
network. In these situations, complete eviction of the 
attacker and every element they’re connected to
 — or control — is paramount.

Learn your terrain

Know the ABCs of 
threat hunting

HUMAN-OPERATED ATTACK STRATEGY:

Focus on 
specific targets

Evade specific 
organizational 

protections

Use customized tools 
designed specifically 

for the target

Abuse legitimate 
administrative tools 
to avoid detection

Interested in learning 
more techniques to 
identify and mitigate 
potential attacks? 

Your knowledge of your enterprise paired with our 
knowledge of the threat landscape will help identify 
suspicious activity more rapidly.

Gain Perspective

Standardizing your enterprise will make suspicious 
activity more apparent and increases the likelihood that 
you will detect suspicious activity earlier in an attack.

Standardize

Identity attacks by 
the numbers

Source: Understanding identity theft protection and Cyber Signals: 
Identity is the New Background, Microsoft

identity based attacks in a month in 2021

83million 

billion attacker driven sign-ins in 
one month alone

4.9billion 

of CISOs report an increase in phishing 
campaigns and identity fraud

45%

Click here  to read our full “Threat Hunting Survival Guide” eBook.

EXAMPLES OF COMMUNICATION ELEMENTS

EXAMPLES OF BACKDOOR ELEMENTS

EXAMPLES OF AUTHENTICATION  ELEMENTS

Leverage highly 
automated 

attack 
techniques

Be focused on 
infecting large 

numbers of 
endpoints

Be delivered using
techniques that would

appeal to many
potential targets

Be Proactive

Cloud identity compromise 
leading to cloud data theft
Cloud data theft attacks can be difficult to detect as 
they commonly involve detecting anomalous activity 
being performed using authenticated identities. Threat 
hunting can help you identify and intercept this activity.

Device compromise
Device compromise can occur when a user is tricked 
into installing malware or if an attacker gains the 
ability to log onto a device due to a vulnerability or 
overexposure. Threat hunting can help you assess any 
artifacts critical to sizing up the situation before 
taking action.

Office 365 mailbox compromise
Attackers use email to steal sensitive information, 
send fraudulent invoices, or use your email address to 
trick your business partners into trusting an otherwise 
immediately suspicious message. Threat hunting can 
help you investigate any unusual activity that can help 
drive response actions.

Human-operated 
ransomware attacks
Ransomware attacks use reconnaissance techniques to 
quickly get a lay of the land and find a way to encrypt 
as much data as possible in a short amount of time 
before demanding a ransom. Threat hunting can help 
identify how the attacker controlled the source and 
work to rapidly eliminate their control.

https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE5aC6y?culture=en-us&country=US

